CRUISE SEGMENTS
2022-2023

CRUISES DEPARTING FROM
ATHENS
THESSALONIKI
LIMASSOL
KUSADASI
ISTANBUL
ATHENS TO ATHENS

Kusadasi: Ancient Ephesus through the Ages - Hellenistic/Roman KUS-02

Santorini: Spectacular Oia Village perched on the Caldera rim SAN-01

Embarkation in Mykonos (for a MYK-LAV segment) or disembarkation in Santorini (for an LAV-SAN segment) is allowed without any administration fee.

KUSADASI TO KUSADASI

Santorini: Spectacular Oia Village perched on the Caldera rim SAN-01

Athens: Classical Athens and its highlights ATH-103

Disembarkation in Athens (for a KUS-LAV segment) is allowed without any administration fee.
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